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to the 2nd Edition of MARQ’D Magazine!
2018 is well and truly in full swing and we are so excited
to bring you the latest trends and insights from the world
of spray tanning, self tanning and all things beauty.
This edition gives you a taste of what’s to come.

ISSUE
TWO
We interview some
of the world’s leading
tastemakers from
the beauty world
including, tanning
and skin finishing
expert Sam O’Brien,
Georgia from GB
Tans and a personal
one-on-one with the
founder of MineTan
Body Skin, Kirstie
Kirkham.
We explore the latest and
hottest trends from oils in
tanning to the social media
landscape for the year ahead.
I’ll also personally give you my
business recommendations on
how to boost bookings and keep
customers coming back to your
salon or mobile tanning business,
even during the slower months.

/ Georgia Brittain

/ SAM O’BRIEN

/ KIRSTIE KIRKHAM

Owner of leading spray tan
salon on the Gold Coast, GB
Tans, Georgia has a passion
in caring for clients and
delivering the very best client
experience.

Tanning & skin finishing
expert, Sam performed
more than 70,000 spray tan
services worldwide and is a
leading industry educator.

Founder of MineTan Body
Skin, Kirstie is the brains and
driving force behind one of
the world’s most innovative
tanning brands.

We hope you enjoy this 2nd
Edition. Now, it’s time to get
MARQ’D!
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Bloggers

tanning everyday humans...
“This workout tan is smell free
(SO important if you ask me)
it is super easy to
apply, dries fast and it doesn’t
fade when you train
and sweat!!! PERFECT for
us who spend a lot of
time in the gym working out
AND the best thing is
that you get a normal looking
tan(!) not orange or
uneven or funny looking. Yes
I’m in love.
And
yes if you want a really nice
tan you should
definitely try this product.”

Josefin, Sweden
@josefinnyblom

“Here’s a
TANsformation for ya
I tan once a week using
my @minetanbodyskin
- I feel way more
confident with a tan.”
Kath, AU
@misskath

“Complete your look
with these bottles of magiccc
Get bronzed up with the @btan.
rocks products! It is a new product
to the UK with no added nasties
and no smell!
You can find
them at @Superdrugloves I am
obsessed with how easy it was
and how flawless it looks
”

Eloise, UK
@eloisemofficial

“I literally cannot live without the
@minetanbodyskin Cacao express tan!
My skin gets so dry in the winter season
and this coconut water infused tanner
made my skin soft and glowy
”
like a goddess

& Gabby
Allen
temporarily...

b.tan has hit the UK and is the new love of Love Island’s favourite
reality beauty, Gabby Allen. Exclusive to Superdrug, b.tan’s products
are a little bit fun, a little bit quirky, and a whole lot of tanned babein
adventure… and they’re set to take the UK by storm.
The b.tan range of 1 hour tans are entirely made up of ultra dark
options. Where other tanning brands end with ultra dark, b.tan
begins.
Here’s what Gabby has to say to her 1 million +
followers on Instagram...

Stella, Belgium
@stellaspetto
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“Got my Saturday
night tan on
using
the Australian born @btan.
rocks to get bronzed up!
Gives THE darkest tan
possible with no nasties, no
parabens and best of all no
fake tan smell!”
Lauren, UK
@laurencrowe88

available at
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Spray Tan
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TANNING IS HISTORICALLY A SEASONAL INDUSTRY...
WHEN THE SUN’S OUT, SO IS YOUR SKIN AND WE ALL LOVE
BRONZED BODIES. SO HOW DO YOU BEAT THOSE WINTER BLUES,
WHEN THE SUN FADES AND THE TEMPERATURES COOL DOWN?
DO WE REALLY NEED TO TAKE A HIT ON OUR BOTTOM LINE?

1. The average customer on a weekly direct debit unlimited spray tan plan only tans once every 10 days.
2. Lowering the perceived value of the service in your salon allows you to upsell additional products or
services to that client.
3. Higher volume of spray tan product purchase will increase your leverage to get better buy prices from your
suppliers. Suppliers are typically quiet in cooler months also, so they are always happy to do better 		
deals on inventory, which lowers the cost per tan for you.
4. If you do great tans, your clients will never be able to look at themselves in the mirror without a tan on,
regardless of the season. Spray tanning is addictive because it makes us feel great, if you can make it
affordable to their lifestyle they will never leave you.
The fact is most of your clients live pay cheque to pay cheque, meaning when the bills come in, paying $50 for a
spray tan can seem rather indulgent.
Subscription payment systems allow you to set the exact debit date from the client’s account, so they can set it up to
debit on their pay day each week/fortnight or month. When it’s an affordable fee such as $19.95 per week it’s barely
noticed in comparison to $40-$50 whenever they feel they need a tan.
Plus, we all know how great they feel walking away from their spray tan with you, so more regular spray tans means
more positive vibes in their life!

/ Sam O’Brien
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ACROSS

DOWN
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16.

Your spray tan will protect you from the sun: Myth or Fact
DHA reacts chemically with __________ acids on the skin’s surface
Recommended motion in which tanners should apply a self 		
tanning mousse or foam
DHA is derived from this
Always rinse in ____________ water after tanning
Wrists, elbows, _______ & ________ are prime areas prone to
colour grabbing
__________, lotion and liquid spray are three types of self tan
solutions
Your tan will last longer if you drink more water: True or False
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Word Bank:
everyday glow
violet
my moroccan
original
coconut water
coffee coconut
cacao coconut
caramel
absolute
luxedark
micellar

bronze babe
tanning
selftanfoam
BUB
tanned af
its love
tan booth
tan machine
fitness tan
btan

CROSSWORD

The main active ingredient in tanning products
Place for tanning
Plastic piece in a spray tanning gun that feeds the solution to the nozzle
Historical icon who launched the fad of tanning after yacht trip in
Cannes, 1923
8. How often tanners should moisturise after tan application
10. Fastest growing category in the tanning industry
11. You can swim immediately after a spray tan and it won’t affect how
your tan develops.
14. Continent to first offer tanning products specifically tailored for male
market
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CROSSWORD ANSWERS: ACROSS 3. myth 5. amino 6. circular 9. sugar cane 12. lukewarm 13. ankles, knees 15. foam 16. true
DOWN 1. DHA 2. salon 4. dip tube 7. Coco Chanel 8. daily 10. ultra dark 11. false 14. Europe

The answer might just be “Spray Tan Memberships”, like a gym membership these subscription payment plans
enable your clients to get a spray tan as often as they like by paying a weekly, fortnightly or monthly fee. These kinds
of subscription membership plans have been around for years, however in spray tanning so many salons resist the
idea because they think their customers will over use the service and you will never make money. So here are the facts
about Spray Tan Memberships:

16.
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Create, Customize
& Conquer
With Private Label
Ever dreamed of starting your
own brand and creating a line of
tanning products? Maybe you
own a salon or mobile tanning
business. Or you’re a lover of all
things beauty and it’s been your
lifelong dream to create your
own brand and beauty product
line. Sounds like a lot of work? It
may be easier than you think…
Private Label empowers you to bring your own
brand to life and gives you the tools to get
creating immediately. Launching online soon,
is a digital tool that enables you to create your
own custom formulation, design your own
packaging and order your products all online.
Not sure exactly what you want? No worries.
The Private Label team are there to help you
with whatever you need whether it is designing
a logo, labels or advising on what ingredients
work best together for the best results.
So now the “how” is covered, let’s delve a little
into the “why” - why should you create your
own branded range of products? Here are just
a few reasons why you should get started with
Private Label today.
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Interested in
getting started with
Private Label?
1. Build Brand Loyalty
If you already own or work in a salon or mobile tanning business, what better
way to enhance your customers’ experience than with your own range of spray
tan solutions and take-home self tanning products. Unique just to your tanning
business, made from your own custom formulations, you’ll be able to offer your
customers a tan they can’t get anywhere else. Then following their spray tan, you
can offer them a range of maintenance and self tanning products to use at home
based on the same custom formulations of your spray tans. What better way to
keep your brand top of mind than having your products sitting in their bathroom
shelf or cupboard!

2. Custom Formulations
Most private label offerings in the beauty world, are nothing more than slapping
your logo onto their generic range of products. This is where we differ. Private
Label enables you to create your own custom formulations - you can select the
products development time, DHA % and cherry pick the ingredients you want
in your products. You can choose from a range of natural oils including argan
oil, jojoba oil, hemp seed oil, avocado oil for an added hit of hydration to your
tanning products. You can also supercharge your products with antioxidants like
vitamins A, C and E. You tell us what you want and our lab specialists will create
it for you.

3. Increase Profits & Revenue
By taking on your own product line and branded product range there are two
ways you can save. Firstly, by buying your spray tan solutions in bulk you may be
eligible for a discounted rate. If you are a doing a lot of spray tans this can make
a huge difference to your bottom line. Secondly, by creating your own range
of salon retail products you can add a new line of revenue for your business.
You all know how good your customers feel after a spray tan; this presents a
huge opportunity to upsell them with take-home tanning products to recreate
their salon experience at home. Most of your customers will already be using
self tanners for those times they can’t make it to the salon or get a spray tan. By
offering them products from your range to self tan at home, you’re just making
sure that money doesn’t get spent with a competitor brand.

4. 100% Natural DHA & Vegan Friendly
With Private Label all products created are free of parabens, contain 100% natural
DHA and are vegan and cruelty free. Then you choose from a library of natural
ingredients what else you want to put into your products. This way you can rest
assured that your products only contain the best ingredients, all which benefit skin
with no added nasties.

Visit privatelabeltan.com
or email
brands@marqueofbrands.com

Create your very own
unique tan formulation!

Color Base

Development Time

DHA % Percentage

Special Ingredients

Upload your logo or
create your own label with
our expert design team

5. Speed to Market
Private Label come with them decades of experience creating tanning and
beauty products. Creating your own line with them, enables you to leverage this
experience and ensure you are getting a quality product, driven from the latest
innovations in sunless tanning. This enables you to create your own product range
faster than ever before.

6. Go online
Armed with your own range of products you can extend your reach (and sales!)
into the online world. Today, you can start selling online within just a few clicks
whether it be on your own online store, on Amazon or eBay. Platforms like Shopify
are designed to get you selling online as quickly as possible. All you literally need
is a domain name and a bank account. You can get started immediately by picking
your theme, uploading your products and turning it on. If you have a salon or are
a mobile tanner you can also use Shopify as your POS system to take payments
for products and services while you are with your customers.
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Oils in tan

Glowing Skin
is always in
Oils are making a comeback. With skincare oils tripling in the last five years
and internet and experts alike going crazy about the beauty benefits of oils, now
is the time to jump on the oil based beauty product bandwagon. There’s a whole
range of natural oils that work a whole range of wonders from fighting dry skin,
fine lines, elasticity and cell turnover with each drop!

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?
The question I get asked the most from anyone in the
tanning industry is around the use of oil’s in tanning
products. For years we were told to avoid oils - in fact,
any foreign product on our skin with spray tanning or
self tanning - however 2017 saw ‘oils in tan’ as one of the
largest new categories to enter our industry. So, is it all
just marketing or is their actual benefit in their addition to
our favourite tanning brands?
Firstly, it’s super important to know that there are good
oils and bad oils when we talk tanning. For example,
rosehip oil is ultra hydrating and therefore great for
imperfections, signs of aging and congested skin.
Similarly, argan oil is full of vitamin E and omega-6 fatty
acids so it’s fantastic for not only nourishing dry areas
of the skin, but also protecting against free radicals.
However, oils such as eucalyptus and tea tree oils have
light stripping and exfoliation qualities and are therefore
not ideal for tan development or longevity. When we’re
looking at the right oils, it’s clear they would have obvious
benefits when added to tanning products.
The beauty industry is obsessed with trends and finding
the ‘next big thing’ and the evolution of faux tanning to
a multi-billion dollar industry itself has meant product
innovation and development has been paramount to a
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brands survival. When looking at the right kind of oils,
it’s clear they would have obvious benefits to developing
innovative tanning products. The addition of the
right oils in tanning products actually assist with tan
development by targeting dehydrated areas, treating the
skin and allowing DHA to develop to its full potential
without clogging pores.
I myself have found the benefits are not only skin care
related, as the oils also look stunning on the skin. I
frequently use oil based tans as a second coat of tan or
finishing spray on my clients to give a glossy, dewy finish
which is perfect for that ‘glowing’ celebrity-style skin,
which defines toned areas and can accentuate curves…
and that is always something you can charge more for.
So, how do you know which product to choose and
which oils are right for your skin? My recommendation
is to spot-test every new product by simply spraying
or applying lightly to your most deconditioned area
(for ladies it is usually the legs), and see how your skin
reacts. You should have a really good idea within 10-15
minutes as to how hydrating it will be for your skin.
Every product is different and each skin type reacts in
different ways, so trial testing is the best way to choose
any new product.
Happy Tanning / Sam O’Brien

Coconut Oil

Hemp Seed Oil

Jojoba Oil

Argan Oil

While we all already know
coconut oil is moisturising
and hydrating, the positive
antioxidants are also great for
slowing down the dreaded
aging process by reducing
wrinkles, age spots and helping
to repair sun damage for an
overall hydrated glow. So
no, there’s probably nothing
coconut doesn’t fix.

Hemp seed oil is finding its way
into a whole variety of different
beauty products due to its
abilities to clean, moisturise and
control those pesky blemishes.
The fats in the oil are similar
to fats we need for our skin, so
hemp seed oil is particularly
loved by those who suffer from
acne or skin conditions!

The Native Americans have
always used this liquid wax for
skin ailments and now it seems
everyone else is jumping on in.
Jojoba then mimics our natural
wax and can aid in smoothing,
hydrating and regenerating skin
cells for a brand new glow!

Native to Morocco, this oil is rich
in nutrients, fats and vitamins…
it’s basically a superfood for
our skin! Perfect for our skin
all over, our luscious locks and
even our nails, it’s no wonder it’s
dubbed a ‘miracle oil’ for all our
beauty needs. Particularly great
for inflammation, anti-ageing,
moisturising and toning the skin.

Rose Hip Oil

Grapeseed Oil

Avocado Oil

Sweet Almond Oil

Dubbed THE anti-ageing oil.
As the name would suggest, this
oil is extracted from the hip of
the rose and is as luscious as it
sounds. High levels of TransRetinoic Acid helps to boost the
skin’s natural healing process
while other naturals sources
of vitamins and antioxidants
all help to repair, regenerate,
protect and calm the skin.

It may seem odd to want to
add oil to already oily skin,
but grapeseed oil is best for
oily skin as it actually helps
to regulate your skins natural
oil production! Grapeseed
oil is also loved for its ability
to promote the restoration
of collagen which helps in
minimizing signs of damage,
marks and scars.

A healer of all ailments!
Avocado oil boasts minerals,
vitamins, antioxidants and
anti-inflammatory properties
with smooth and hydrate.
Although not the best for those
of us with already oily skin,
avocado oil is great for calming,
healing, replenishing, hydrating,
moisturising, shielding and
protecting!

Those with skin condition shave
probably heard benefits of
Sweet Almond Oil. Great for
psoriasis, rosacea, eczema and
acne, the fatty acids in this oil
lock in moisture by forming a
protective shield over your skin.
Great for cleaning skin and
pores, plumping and firming and
removing and repairing tissues
and cells for a youthful glow!
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A PERFECT BRIDE

Marijana

THE HOW
AND THE
WHY?

Stojic

ADD TANNING
SERVICES TO
YOUR BUSINESS

Tell us about the tan you had for your wedding day and how
or if it differed from your everyday tan?

How often do you feel like you’ve solved all of your clients problems
in one appointment? From their beauty needs to even solving their
personal life, career and online shopping choices. The fact is, your
clients come to you not only because you’re amazing at what you do
but you make them feel amazing inside and out the minute they walk
out the door.
When I first started my spray tan studio 12 years ago, beauticians and
hairdressers were my best business referrals. I always made sure the
staff of every popular beauty establishment were wearing my spray
tans, simply because they love to talk. When you spend 3 hours of
your time with your hairdresser, you talk about everything... especially
where you got that flawless bronzed glow.
That was 12 years ago, and this is now. The great news for your
business is spray tanning has become so advanced, and so easy to
learn that it seems crazy that any beauty establishment wouldn’t add
it as an add on sale to their own business. The best part is, anyone can
learn how to spray tan. There is no study and no level of education
needed to carry out a fantastic tan, it’s all about choosing the right
spray tan product and equipment and creating a great experience.
Think about all of your reasons for not adding spray tanning to
your business. Too messy? Don’t have the room? Too hard to choose
the right products? Not sure which equipment is best? Too much
maintenance? The Tan.Easy Pro Tools range answers all these
questions and adds a level of professionalism to any existing spray tan
business that lets your customers know you’re serious about giving
them the best results in the cleanest environment.

Brains, beauty and a passion
for life are the makeup of

International Cover model &
Also including all the latest in spray tan technology, with better
extraction and the Tan.Lite Spray Tan Machine, you’ll be able
to meet and even go beyond customers high expectations with a
pleasant, professional experience with outstanding end results. With
its ergonomic design, neat finish, all in one switch, easy clean filter
and 20 minute set up, the booth is the ideal addition to your business
for a professional and fuss free spray tan add on service.
It’s literally money for jam. Spray tanning is by far the most profitable
beauty service you can offer. The average spray tan appointment is
just 10 minutes and has an actual product cost of a few dollars. Why
send that spend elsewhere when your clients already trust you?

In May 2015, Marijana Stojic added “Professional Bikini Model”
to her extensive list of life accomplishments when she won the amateur
World Beauty Fitness and Fashion Show hosted on the Gold Coast,
Australia. Since then she’s competed on the professional stage where
she placed 7th in the world. Her passion for all things ocean extends
beyond marine biology into underwater photography where she spends
almost any free time she has.
In February, Marijana married her long term beau Daniel Ryding,
saying “I do” in MineTan Perfect Bride. See how it stood up for the
biggest performance of her life - her wedding day.
Tell us a little about your life and why you choose to have a
spray tan on the most important day of your life?

The Tan.Easy All in One Spray Tan Booth is as advanced as
spray tan technology gets with a clean air, ergonomic design taking
up minimal room and has virtually no maintenance - perfect for
beginners as well as those with years of experience. As a Spray Tan
Machine and Clean Air Overspray Extraction in one professional
enclosure, it’s the perfect investment for any salon to create a
dedicated spray tan area that can be put in the same room as other
treatments and saves the money you’d spend on tiling a whole space.
Sam O’Brien
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Marine Biology enthusiast.

I spend a good majority of my life in a bikini, if it’s not for a
photoshoot or event it’s for my work, I’m a marine biologist by
trade and being in the water is the life blood of my career. It’s a
hard balance when you always need you skin on point being a
bikini model but sun damage is such a concern in my line of work
as I am outdoors and in the ocean so often. So, having a spray
tan or faux tan is an everyday routine for me, I’m never without
it because as soon as I’m finished work I’m in front of a camera
and my skin needs to be picture perfect all year round so naturally
having a flawless tan on my big day was essential.

My everyday life is hectic, work, gym, shoots, promotional days, I
think everyone these days knows what it’s like to live a hectic life. So,
my everyday tan is Workout Ready by MineTan because it simply
suits that go-go active lifestyle. For my wedding I wanted my dress to
be the feature and my tan to compliment the look of our casual beach
vibe wedding theme. I tried Perfect Bride by MineTan. As the name
suggests it’s perfect for weddings like mine. It was not overstated
however flawlessly elegant with no fake tan smell and kept a flawless
glow all evening… and extended onto my honeymoon!
How did Perfect Bride differ in look and feel from
Workout Ready?
The coverage was just so sheer, it felt super lightweight and dry
from the minute it touched my skin. In terms of the colour result it
definitely wasn’t as deep, which is what I wanted; however, it had a
soft radiant elegance about its glow which I believe almost every bride
would want. Workout ready is my go to day to day tan that I trust for
a deep long wear that works for my active lifestyle, however I loved
wearing Perfect Bride.
Would you wear Perfect Bride again for
another occasion?
Absolutely! I’m always out at industry events
and my partner also has a very busy work
life with functions and events in which
I accompany him, Perfect Bride is now
officially my go to tan for every event that
demands an elegant and flawless picture
perfect glow.
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How did you get started in spray tanning?

BEHIND THE TAN WITH

I started spray tanning when I was 17 (I am now 24).
One of my friends owned a spray tanning gun and tent
and we would tan each other in her shed each week
on a Thursday (yep, tan night Thursdays - we could
never ever miss tan night Thursday). We really had no
idea what we were doing we just sprayed the solution
anywhere on our skin that was white!!! Our tans were
always orange, streaky and smelt horrible - they were
never ever flawless.
When I turned 19 I was working in a full-time
administration role (administration is my background)
and I wanted to earn more money so I looked into all
of the costs relating to spray tanning and booked myself
into a tanning course. The course went for 2 hours and I
walked out with a certificate, spray gun, tent and 3 litres
of solution……

What motivates you in your business on a day to
day basis?

GB Tans was founded in Perth,
Western Australia in 2015 and is
now located on the Gold Coast,
Queensland. The founder, Georgia
has a passion in caring for clients
and making people feel good by
accentuating their inner beauty. We
speak to Georgia about how she
got started and where she sees the
industry going.

Success and growth! I want to continually grow my
business and I know I won’t get there without being
ambitious and motivated in all aspects of my life. My
clients are also one of my biggest motivators as I want
to always provide them with flawless tans. So continually
learning about tanning solutions and what’s new in our
industry is a must for me!

What do you love most about your job?
It is definitely the people I get to work with and meet
every single day! I love making people feel good by
accentuating their inner beauty.

Where do you see GB Tans going over the next 5
years or so?
In 2017, GB Tans was rated top 5 spray tanning
providers on the Gold Coast and we are on a mission to
remain in the top 5 for many more years to come.
We are currently in the process of launching our own
product line, masterclasses and a training academy. We’re
definitely not slowing down anytime soon!
How has the spray tanning industry changed since you
started working in it?
Spray tanning has become one of the world’s favourite
alternatives to achieving a safe and natural looking tan.
Spray tanning is now becoming more of a key treatment
in some businesses instead of an extra service added onto
an already existing service menu and it now requires
more technique and familiarities with ingredients,
product certifications, customer colour assessments,
tanning application methods and after care range
recommendations.

What do you think are the biggest trends in spray
tanning right now?
It seems everyone wants that ‘just stepped off the beach”
look. This last year has definitely been a year of express
tanning. Clients who don’t usually tan because they are
put off by long developing times, have loved being able
to get a spray tan in a super fast time (in as little as 30
minutes).

How do you think the tanning industry is
influencing fashion right now?
Express solutions and blends!

What advice would you give to someone looking
to start their own tanning or beauty business?
Be ambitious - Ambition is the first step to success.
Never say NO to a client, always make it work.
ALWAYS be positive, bubbly and friendly - never be
negative, remember your client is paying you for a service
and an experience!

Most entrepreneurs have a few key role models/
mentors, who do you look to for business
inspiration and why?
Oh this is a hard one, I have so many amazing people in
my life that I look up to and am inspired by.
Tony Robbins is a big inspiration to me, if you haven’t
read his books or listened to his podcasts I suggest you do
so. Jimmy Coco has been a recent inspiration to me!

How do you position your business to deal with
lower periods in trade, such as through winter?
Marketing! Use your quieter periods to focus your efforts
on your marketing materials and business goals rather
than rushing to get things done during your busier
periods. Remember, the more you market, the more you
will be seen by people and in-turn you will continue to
grow your clientele.

What retail products are your customers loving
right now and why?
My clients love pre and post tan care products - from
exfoliating mitts to body scrubs…. Anything pre/post tan
care and anything that aids in increasing the longevity of
their spray tan, they want it!

What more can companies like Marque of Brands
do to support spray tan and beauty businesses like
yours?
Client leads - that would be incredible!

What is/are your favourite MineTan product(s)
and why? What is/are your favourite b.tan
product(s) and why?
Myself and my team are loving the MineTan Luxe Dark
Pro Spray Mist. It is so amazing, it hydrates your skin
and the final results are so flawless and very natural. The
b.tan it’s love… a daily moisturiser that makes me glow...
is my go to moisturiser to keep my skin glowing and
hydrated post tan!
12 MARQ’D 2018
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THE LATEST FROM THE

social
space
2017 was a huge year in
social media with a whole lot
of changes, new features and
trends and it’s already clear
that 2018 will be no different.
If you want to nail your
business’ social media in 2018,
it’s important to understand
the kind of trends and changes
we’re going to be seeing a lot of
throughout the year, so here’s a
bit of a rundown...
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Influencer marketing
In no way are influencers new to 2018, but this is a
large aspect of the industry that just keeps growing
and changing as consumers increasingly adapt
their purchasing habits based on what they see on
social media. As traditional advertising strategies
are becoming less effective for many businesses
and a report by Linquia found that over 90 percent of
marketers believed their influencer marketing strategy
to be successful, it’s clear that this is a strategy that
is here to stay during 2018. While many huge brands
embrace the strategy, even small businesses have
used it to launch their brand into the social sphere
and even local salons have taken on ambassadors
with large social reach in their community to raise
awareness, proving that influencer marketing is worth
dabbling in for businesses both big and small.

Disappearing
Content
Also not a new feature to the social media
space, but proving to be one of the biggest
players in driving engagement on social
media is ‘ephemeral’ content. In the short
time since Instagram launched their
Stories feature to compete with SnapChat,
they have built up approximately 250
million daily users compared to SnapChat’s
173 million. As Instagram Stories have the
ability to put your business at the top of
your customers feed and enabling you to
provide different, authentic content, Stories
are huge engagement drivers. According to
Sprout Social, brands see at least one direct
message from 1 in 5 Instagram Stories,
proving if you’re not onto the ephemeral
content, you’re missing out on a whole lot
of customer engagement.

Social messaging
apps & chat bots
One of the biggest trends to appear is the
extension of social messaging apps and
chatbots as more and more consumers turn
to social media to get in contact with brands
and businesses whether it’s to book an
appointment or enquire about a product. With
approximately 4 billion users on messaging
apps worldwide, how we do customer service
is completely changing with faster, easier and
more cost-effective ways of speaking one-onone with our consumers that demand instant
connection. With innovation in artificial
intelligence and chatbots, businesses can
help consumers with customer service
queries instantly and offer personalised
shopping experiences in a way that can
be totally personalised to suit your brand,
business needs and, most importantly,
customer needs.

Algorithm changes
& brand fatigue
As social media is fast becoming the most
important marketing technique for businesses
both big and small, we’re seeing a much bigger
volume of sponsored and branded content. This is
leading to brand fatigue for consumers meaning
they’re engaging a lot less with this content. This
means that the social powers that be are altering
the algorithms that we try so hard to adapt to put
more focus where users are engaging: local and
personal content. This means there’s a lot more
pressure on brands, businesses and marketers
to create content that is more meaningful and
personal to their consumers.
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What were the market forces that
saw the creation of the company 5
years ago, and what is the business
philosophy today?
When I started MineTan Body Skin in 2013,
I started to see some big shifts in the industry.
We saw that more and more end consumers
were looking for a safe, healthy tanning
alternative to sun tanning. I recognised that
spray tanning and take-home self tanning
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Avoiding complacency has been key to
our success. As a company we are never
complacent with our performance, we
never accept the market for what it is.
We are constantly looking both inwards
and outwards for improvements and
opportunities in the market and we then reinvest to support growth and take risks.

How has the self-tanning market
changed in the time you have been
involved?
The market has come a long way in the past
5 years. I would say the biggest change has
been that consumers are becoming more
sophisticated when it comes to self tanning.
Gone are the days when the biggest concern
was whether a tan would make you look
orange. Don’t get me wrong, some people
still have this concern, but that group of
people is getting smaller. The questions we’re
getting asked every day by our customers
are things like “what’s the best tan for my
skin tone?”, “how can I get the darkest
natural tan possible?”, “how will my skin feel
after applying my tan?”, “will my tan fade
evenly?” Overall, their questions are getting

Where do salons get it right – or
wrong – when it comes to spray
tanning?
The salons that are thriving today are those
who are looking to the future and are at the
forefront of the latest trends. These salons are
developing their point of difference in what
is and can at times feel like quite a cluttered
market. One way they are doing this is by
developing their own custom blended spray
tans, adopting spray tan layering techniques
and even bringing out their own Private
Label tans.
Salons that understand that their customers
can’t always get to the salon for a professional
spray tan and embrace stocking a self
tanning range (rather than seeing self tanners
as a threat to their business) are forging
another revenue stream for their business.
Whether it’s by on-selling a salon retail range
in line with their spray tan brand of choice
or developing their own Private Label self
tanning range to sell on to their customers,
they are able to increase their share of each
customer’s wallet. A great example of this,
would be selling gradual tanning and tan
maintenance products to help customers
extend the life of their tan; or tanning foams
for touch ups in between their spray tan
appointments.
We find that some of the best salons are those
who are selling our MineTan Bronze Babe

If I had to say where they get it’s wrong
is not looking to the future and where the
industry is going.

How does MineTan match its
marketing to the brand, and meet
both salon and client product
expectations?
I think the two audiences work hand in hand.
The salon market is where innovation is
driven out of. Over time the end consumers
catch up to these trends and innovations,
demanding the same in their take-home self
tanners.
We speak to our salon customers each
and every day so we know through them
what their clients are looking for with our
products. This helps us stay on the cutting
edge of the industry and understand the
messages to use when marketing our brands.
When you couple this with us having our
own brands in the retail market, and our own
24/7 feedback loop via social media, we are
able to get some pretty in depth insights into
what is driving preferences in the market.
MineTan Body Skin was borne out of
insights gained from speaking to salons. We
started the brand as a salon professional
product range, to give our salon customers
more choice and more depth in their service
offering. Then as the retail market started
to gain the same level of sophistication, we
brought the same level of choice and control
to them. Our marketing here is all around
getting that picture perfect tan, putting
the end user in control and giving them
choice – something that both salons and end
consumers are looking for.
Overall, we are constantly reimagining our
marketing, to effectively tap into our target
audiences. Being agile and able to evolve
with each market shift is what has made us
successful to date, and this applies as much to
marketing as anything else.

g?

With more and more spray tanning salons
and mobile tanners entering the market
I could see there would be an increase in
demand for affordable, reliable spray tanning
equipment and products. So we developed
our own out of insights gained from speaking
to salons designed with the latest tanning
technology to deliver the best spray tan
results and to make the customer experience
better.

Today, we pride ourselves on our approach,
our agility and the constant disruptive nature
of our business. We are always challenging
the marketplace and striving to improve our
brand as well as inspiring and working with
our competitors to build the industry.

These are the salons that are thriving in
today’s competitive salon landscape. They
trust their service offering and aren’t afraid to
retail to the highest level.
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force behind one of the world’s
most innovative tanning brands
- MineTan Body Skin. From
its humble beginnings in 2013,
MineTan is now the leader in the
spray tanning and self tanning
world, tanning millions of bodies
each and every year. We speak to
MineTan’s founder, Kirstie Kirkham,
to see how she got started, where the
industry is going and what 2018
has in store for her.

products were clearly the safer choice and
would be where the growth would come
from. This was reinforced by the bans on
solarium’s and UV tanning in Australia,
which effectively was going to leave a big gap
in the market. It was clear to us that these
salons would need to transition into spray
tanning or exit the market entirely.

We then brought out the Bronze Babe Pro
Tools range, a move that was designed
to completely disrupt the space and give
consumers the ability to get a DIY salon
quality spray tan in the comfort of their own
homes. By empowering these consumers with
the tools and products to be more advanced
when it comes to self tanning, we have been
able to drive the category forward.

Personal
Spray Tan
Kits. While
it’s enabling
customers to spray
tan themselves at home,
it’s no different to high
end salons selling hair styling
tools, like GHDs. And if you
consider the RRP of the Bronze
Babe Kit is $149.99, there is room for
a lot of margin for salons.
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She’s the founder and driving

more specific and focused on their own
specific needs and desired skin finish result.
We think we can take a bit of credit here.
Our brand Mine.Tan Body Skin has led
innovation in the industry by developing
products that meet these questions and
needs of consumers front on. I don’t think
it’s a “chicken and egg” scenario where we
created a diverse product range which was
the catalyst to get consumers to rethink the
way they tan, but rather that it’s cyclical.
We noticed a small group of early adopters
asking these questions from which we
developed our Colour Base, Hydration
Base, Ultra Dark and Fitness Tan ranges.
By bringing these ranges to market, we
thereby educated the wider market that they
had these choices and empowered them
to become more sophisticated with these
products.
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INTERVIEW - MINETAN BODY SKIN FOUNDER

What are you most excited about
for the year ahead?
Can I say everything? [laughing] We have
so much going on! We have just launched
MineTan in ULTA Beauty in the US and
in Boots and Superdrug in the UK, all
of which are a huge deal for us. We’ll be
returning to QVC for another year in the
US, and I will be appearing and presenting
live on the show for the very first time. And
we also have some more amazing products
coming out a little later in the year, so watch
this space!
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MineTan is now...

YOUR TAN!
You create it. We make it. It’s your tan your way.

Always innovating, MineTan has just launched its latest
innovation to rock the world of self tan - personalised
custom packaging for your favourite MineTan Self
Tan Foams. You can choose your favourite MineTan
formula, select the bottle, cap and pump colour, and
then add your name and custom text. And the best
thing, it’s all done online.

Launched originally in Australia in December 2017, the
Custom Tan was a huge hit for Christmas and holiday
gift-givers and has quickly become one of MineTan’s
best sellers. Driven from this success the Custom Tan is
now available in the US, Europe and coming soon to the
UK, with plans for more options to be added in the near
future.

Driven from their motto - “MineTan. Your Tan. A
tan for everyone” - MineTan has truly brought this
key brand message to life with their new Custom Tan
offering. MineTan prides itself on its custom skin finishes
(rather than just getting the traditional natural, dark and
ultra dark tans) so you can choose your tan according to
your skin type and tone, and the skin finish you desire.

In just 5 steps, you can create your own
custom creation online

“Amazing customer experiences is at the heart of
everything we do. So we thought what better way to
deliver a ‘next level’ customer experience than enabling
customers to literally put their name on their favorite tan
and make it your own,” said MineTan Founder, Kirstie
Kirkham.

How it works:
1. Select your self tan foam
2. Choose your bottle colour
3. Choose your pump colour
4. Choose your cap colour
5. Add your name and custom text
Get started creating your own Custom Tan by visiting

minetanbodyskin.com

Personalisation was one of the biggest trends of 2017
and it is predicted to be even bigger in the year ahead.
With more and more consumers wanting a richer
customer experience and digital advancements making
customisation more accessible to the everyday consumer,
it is no wonder why.
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VISIBLY REVITALISE
+ BRIGHTEN
\\ EVERYDAY FACE & BODY SKIN BRIGHTENING REGIMEN
The Pure Blanc Revitalise + Brighten range is a fast-acting formula that helps
visibly brighten skin to reveal an evenly-toned complexion.

FULL COLLECTION / UNVEILING SOON

VisiblyBrightW6 blend of actives helps to enhance the brightness of the
skin so it can reveal an evenly-toned and youthful looking complexion
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